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London Plan review timetable

2016
2017
2018

autumn – Towards

SHLAA work

SHMA work

autumn - Draft London Plan consultation

2019

autumn - London Plan EIP

2020

autumn - London Plan published

SHLAA - project timescales
• Call for sites – completed (1,300 sites)
• Data inputs
• Currently finalising Methodology
• Consultation on Draft Methodology – late Nov / Dec
• Site assessments and borough meetings – Jan to April 2017

• Finalising results, scenario tests – Spring/Summer 2017
• Publication - Autumn 2017, alongside a draft London Plan

Density research projects
Density project 1: Measuring and defining density – Examined why and how we have measured housing density in
London, and the factors that influence density outcomes. The project recommend how we should measure density in the
future, and how we can use actual realised densities in completed developments to more accurately estimate housing
capacity for new sites identified as part of the SHLAA.
Density project 2: Lessons from higher density development – Investigated how developments that are above the
density matrix maximum range in London have performed:

to find out what has worked and what hasn’t

how this knowledge can be applied to future policy to ensure future developments are successful and sustainable
The project used case studies of developments with a range of densities and building typologies, including tall buildings. The
research focused on the: design, management, and quality of life in high-density developments.
Density project 3: Affordability, development costs and viability – Explored the relationship between increasing
density, building height and development costs, viability and the delivery of affordable housing.
Density project 4: Exploring character and development density – Reviewed the policy history of the SRQ density
matrix and considered the appropriateness of its current character settings. The project recommends changes to these
character settings. It also updated the map of character settings defined in the London Plan SRQ density matrix, which
was used in the 2013 SHLAA.
Density project 5: Why else is density important? – Reviewed the strategic linkages between density policy and
demographic and economic growth, employment creation and in particular, productivity. The project will provide options
as to how density policy might help manage these relationships; and evaluate these options in the context of Mayoral and
national objectives.
Density project 6: Housing density matrix: TfL’s analysis of connectivity factors

Current density policy

Current density policy

Current density policy

Brief history of the density matrix

“To accommodate longer term concerns for
sustainability, land use efficiency and
environmental enhancement, UDP reviews should
seek closer integration of policy for housing
density, flat conversions, parking provision,
streetscape design and public transport
accessibility. From a strategic perspective this may
entail replacing upper density ranges with more
detailed design criteria. It may also entail refining
lower density ranges to make more effective use of
land in line with widely established practice,
without compromising the nature and quality of
low density housing areas. Additional Advice may
assist and co-ordinate this. “(para. 4.37)

Brief history of the density matrix

Llewelyn-Davies in
association with
Urban Investment
Partnership, LRC &
Savills.
For LPAC, DETR &
GOL (1998)

Sustainable residential quality

Quality defined as as having 3 inter-related components:
• be enduring and robust
• fulfil the functional requirements of residents
• give pleasure and joy to those who experience it

Key design principles

Design-led density

First density matrix
The report stresses the matrix can only be a conceptual and indicative tool and
should not be used prescriptively

“Above all we believe that
site specific design and
quality considerations
should be the
predominate concerns
rather than a predetermined view about
density. ”

Large sites study

Refined the density matrix
• greater account taken of
public transport accessibility
• introduced a “setting”
component

Second density matrix (2000)

settings - central, urban and suburban
based upon an analysis of urban grain,
land use, the form of existing housing
and local facilities
Setting from site based assessment not
intended to mapped across London

Introduced accessibility index
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SRQ Matrix, London Plan (2004)

Units/ha
introduced
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Site setting can be defined as:
• Central – very dense development, large building footprints and buildings of four to six storeys
and above, such as larger town centres all over London and much of central London.
• Urban – dense development, with a mix of different uses and buildings of three to four storeys,
such as town centres, along main arterial routes and substantial parts of inner London.
• Suburban – lower density development, predominantly residential, of two to three storeys, as
in some parts of inner London and much of outer London.

SRQ Matrix, London Plan (2008)

Units/ha
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key changes to the SRQ Matrix were:
• The removal of the car parking category
• The incorporation of housing typology into the definitions of each setting
• PTAL was given equal weighting to setting and placed on the top of the matrix
• The previous distinction between location and setting was discontinued, with the proximity
to various types of town centres and transport corridors incorporated into the definitions of
each setting, as detailed in the accompanying notes

Critique of the matrix changes
Merging of location and setting is problematic
• Introducing the locational characteristic of proximity to town
centres, and giving a numerical threshold (800m), lessens the
importance of the perceptual and more subjective built form
characteristics;
• There is a correlation between the town centres and PTAL, which
features along the top of the matrix - questions the need for town
centres to be included down the ‘character setting’ side of the
matrix;
• Applying a numerical characteristic within the definition of setting,
contradicts the general purpose of the matrix, which is designed to
be a contextual tool for discussion, rather than a prescriptive tool.

Critique of the matrix changes
Arup recommended two key changes to the matrix:
• Remove town centres and arterial routes - These characteristics are
already adequately expressed by PTAL, as good public transport is
often located in town centres or along arterial routes .
• Remove density as a defining characteristic of setting, but retain the
remaining built form characteristics - interpretations of what
constitutes high, medium and low density are also likely to vary
greatly.

Suggested updated SRQ Density Matrix
Public Transport Accessibility Level

Built Form Characteristics

Setting A

Setting B

Setting C

Mixed use
Predominantly apartment
buildings and terraced houses
Small to large footprints
Predominantly 4+ storeys
Mixed use
Predominantly apartment
buildings and terraced houses
Small to medium footprints
Predominantly 2-4 storeys
Predominantly residential uses
Predominantly detached and
semi-detached houses
Small footprints
Predominantly 2-3 storeys

PTAL 0-1

PTAL 2-3

PTAL 4-6

150-300
hr/ha

300-650
hr/ha

650-1100
hr/ha

150-250
hr/ha

200-450
hr/ha

200-700
hr/ha

150-200
hr/ha

150-250
hr/ha

200-350
hr/ha

Matrix not being followed
London Bedroom Densities 2008-15 relative to 2008 Plan standards (green area)

National policy influence on density
English Trends in Green Field Development and Residential Densities on
Greenfield/Brownfield Sites 1989-2011 (ODPM data)

Density increased in all of England
Changes in densities of new developments 1996-2011
Areas

Average
Dwellings per
hectare

2000-2003
over 1996-9

2004-2008
over 2000-3

2009-2011
over 2004-8

2009-2011
over
1996-9

25
(25)

+9%
(+12%)

+40%
(+46%)

+0%
(+2%)

+52%
(+68%)

57

+36%

+34%

+33%

+144%

34

+30%

+74%

-3%

+118%

34

+31%

+53%

+4%

+107%

23
25

+13%
+9%

+44%
+40%

+2%
+0%

+67%
+52%

1996-1999
English Districts
London
Boroughs/City
7 other large
urban LADs
7 leading urban
LADs in ROSE
Rest of ROSE
Rest of England

Proportionate Change in these densities

Source: OS data reported in DCLG Live Table P232
Notes: 1: dwelling densities recorded here use a method of calculation quite distinct from that used for the London Development Database;
2 : figures (except for the bracketed ones for England as a whole), are based on unweighted averages of density estimates recorded for local
authorities (since DCLG no longer recognise ‘regional’ units).
3: the ‘other large English cities’ are Birmingham, Bradford, Bristol, Liverpool, Manchester, and Sheffield; the ‘leading urban LADS in ROSE’ are
Brighton, Luton, Medway, Milton Keynes, Oxford, Portsmouth, Reading and Southampton.

Use of the matrix by London practitioners
Density matrix is one consideration among many in pre -application
discussions and in determining applications,
Emphasised the need for higher densities to provide more housing on
a constrained supply of land,
Higher than matrix densities were seen as appropriate on a case -bycase basis and where design considerations could prevail.
The balance between the quantities and qualitative elements of
density are a matter of judgement rather than of fact.

Perceptions of density
The relationship between the built form and individual behaviour is
complex
There is a difference between formally measured density and the
perception of density (social density). Judgements of overcrowding
can have many causes, among others these can include ;

• culturally bounded notions of density,
• design that makes density appear more or less intense, and
• household circumstances such as over occupancy.
There is no fixed or universal point at which density is unacceptable.
While design can mitigate perception to a degree, the point is that
there is a personal element to how density is perceived.

What is the purpose of measuring density at the
strategic level?
Three main planning objectives in providing a density measure are:
1. to project potential capacity and to clarify where that capacity can
best be provided (SHLAA);
2. to advise local authorities about the broader context in which their
own decisions should be made (sustainable locations for higher
density); and
3. to help meet regional requirements notably with respect to
housing (housing targets and optimising housing delivery).

What density measure should be used in London
Plan?
Numbers of units may seem an easy measure, but:
• it does not control for size or the number of habitable rooms
• limited in its use as a means of meeting housing requirements
• incentivise smaller units and flats as compared to housesespecially in central areas where land values are high
Variations in where a site boundary is drawn hamper meaningful
comparisons of site densities
LSE recommend habitable rooms/ha – but not collected in LDD
• thus recommend bedrooms/ha
• ideally monitor a range of variables - dwellings; habitable
rooms/bedrooms; sq. meterage (floor area ratio )

Role of density minimums and maximums in London
Plan policy
Given need for:
• additional housing (at the London or wider regional level, rather
than purely locally)
• reduced dependence on the private car
LSE advise - remains a clear case for the Plan to encourage higher
densities in appropriate locations than might otherwise be accepted
by local planners, by setting minimum density standards (in
room-related terms)

Role of density minimums and maximums in London
Plan policy
Decisions about density are a matter of negotiation between
developers and politicians at the local level within constraints set by
wider central government policies on land release.
The locus of responsibility above the minimum should therefore
clearly lie at the local level.
Issues about whether denser developments are acceptable or not are
primarily ones about built form – which cannot be effectively prescribed by a
strategic authority within the Plan.
LSE advise – no case for continuing to set a maximum level
The appropriate criteria for limiting density are judgemental ones, and
decisions about what is qualitatively unacceptable are most appropriately
decided by the local authority or (where it has strategic significance) the
Mayor.

Lessons from density development
Development at densities above the London Plan density matrix, is achieved
through a wide variety of built form and layouts, with buildings of different
heights.
No systemic problems with high density schemes are identified, provided
schemes are well planned from the outset.
The key to successful high density buildings as places to live is in the quality of
the internal design and the external space in which they sit.
What also matters is the way they are managed day to day.
As density and height increases, these factors become more important and
greater scrutiny is needed to maintain the quality of high density and high
rise living.

Lessons from density development
• At a more detailed level the following are important:
–
–
–
–
–
–

to ensuring private amenity space is provided for each unit,
securing privacy in all dwellings,
maintaining temperature control in individual units and common spaces,
providing storage for cycles that is secure,
minimising noise from common areas to residents and
the impact on the surrounding area (avoiding blank faces at ground level).

• Dealing with waste is a particular issue for high density developments.
Management input at the design stage is important
• Schemes that come forward as part of master-plan tend to be more
successful
• Where there is a range of storey heights in a development, this can reduce
the impact of a development overall, and respond better to neighbouring
uses.

Relationship between height and cost
Case Study Build Cost £/sq. m

High tow er sales values/sq. m by storey

Typologies assessed for viability










High tower –a generic high tower typology, with 300 dwellings over 45 storeys and a
density of 1,200 units per ha
Tall tower – a tall tower typology, with 300 dwellings over 25 floors and a density of
900 units per ha.
13-14 storey – a 13-14 storey typology with 150 dwellings over 13 storeys and a
density of 1,000 units per ha.
High density infill – a generic high density infill typology with 20 dwellings over 7
storeys and a density of 800 units per ha. In some respects, this case study is a small
scale version of the 5-8 storey case studies below.
5-8 storey - a 5-8 storey typology with 200 dwellings over 8 storeys and a density of
800 units per ha.
Low rise high density – a generic low rise high density typology, with 50 dwellings
over 4 storeys and a density of 150 units per ha. This is relatively high density for this
height of development.
Low rise low density – a generic low rise low density typology, with 100 dwellings
over 2-3 storeys and a density of 50 units per ha.

Viability will influence what gets built where
Residual Values/ha for all case study testing
Highest density

Lowest Density

Case Study Residual Values in Borough Value Bands

Existing Character Map (SHLAA 2013)

Characteristics
Setting
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Exploring Character and Development Density

Typology

Proximity to town centre
800m of International, Metropolitan

Central

>75% flats

Urban

>75% flats and terraced housing

800m of District Centre

All other areas

All other areas

Suburban

or Major Centre

New character map for SHLAA
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Estimating future capacity
• 65% of development not within matrix range (50% above,
15% below)
• Currently the SHLAA uses site density based on matrix
(matrix never intended to be prescriptive – design led approach to
sustainable density)

• Possible to predict future density based on development data
for LSOAs

Pattern of Density at LSOA Level as predicted from analysis of the relationship
between completed development and area characteristics

This approach could
provide a much more
realistic basis for
attributing likely
development
densities of plots in
particular LSOAs
(including ones with
few precedents) than
the matrix norms
previously used for
the SHLAA.

